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MEET THE COMPANIES

DORIS Research, RJE Business Interiors, Workplace elements
This playbook was created by 3 companies that value people-centered research and efficient workplaces for 
their organization. To learn more about these companies and their services, visit their websites below.

This PLAYBOOK was birthed out of a passion for the workforce and the impact that the workplace can 
make.  The premise was built from foundational research by a group of inspiring organizations and authors 
of research and articles.  The contributors on this project united around our role as the mastermind group 
that would not only conduct deep research with our clients, but focus on the HOW to be successful through 
implementation.  Knowing what to do is important; knowing how to do it is how success is achieved.

“By failing to prepare you are preparing to fail.” - Benjamin Franklin

rjebusinessinteriors.com workplaceelements.comdorisresearch.com
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INTRODUCTION
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Let’s start off with a big, well done! We know that you know you have a lot of decisions to make in the near 
future, and need some help and structure to facilitate you through it. How we know this?  Well, you have this 
playbook in front of you. The first step is the hardest and you’ve already done it.

Let us introduce you to who we are and how you know you can trust us to lead you through this process. All 
of the following prompts, exercises, and activities are informed by ethnographic emergent research based 
in design thinking. The individuals involved in the research were executives, managers, and employees like 
yourselves. If you do not trust us, trust them!  They are living in your shoes too! You can read more about our 
approach in the Appendix- Methodology section on page 122.

Hello Hybrid, and Hello to You Too!

This playbook is not a silver bullet. Sorry, if you were expecting it to be holding all of the answers! In part, 
you are holding the answers you need, only your group has not yet written them. We cannot promise you an 
easy fix, but we can promise that this will help you guide your decision-making, and you may just enjoy it a 
little. Gasp! We hope this hard work turns out to be more enjoyable than you think.

The Fine Print

You are holding in your hands a playbook to guide you through the decision making process, sort of like a 
choose your own adventure (do you remember those?!). This is a tool meant to be used collaboratively to 
form your strategy for implementing a hybrid work environment. Then, KEEP IT, and use it as a resource to 
keep coming back to and make adjustments where needed. 

What Am I Holding?

We cannot say thank you enough for your purchase. We have worked hard to create something that breaks 
down the complicated world of hybrid work into bite size parts. We are passionate about supporting 
organizations through change, and know that if you follow this you will be in good shape. Additionally, we 
know this is going to take a major commitment on your part to go through the relevant sections, and want to 
make sure you know, if you need us for anything, we are here to help. Check out the contact page in the 
appendix and the list of workshops we can professionally facilitate if you get stuck.

One Last Thing
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Role: The one who sees the big picture
Look to the future. Not everyone will know the 
organization’s overarching, long-term strategy, the 
things that take 1-3 years to plan. This is why it is 
important to find the person who knows what’s 
going on 30,000 feet in the air and bring them to 
your team. They will help ensure your plan for today 
works in the big plan for tomorrow.

Role: The one who knows all the little things
The details matter. When talking about big picture 
strategy, it will be important to have someone 
keeping their mind on the small details. There is 
always someone who knows a little about everything 
that is going on. This is your person!

Role: The one who is creative enough to push your 
boundaries
Play your wild card. You’re here, because your 
organization needs to plan for something new, and 
you know the same old thing will not work anymore. 
You need someone who has an eye for innovation 
and can look at things in a new way.

Role: The one who has done the research
Be smart. You know the person who reads article 
after article after article? Here is their time to shine. 
There are a million and one resources on the 
Internet, and having someone who knows all about 
them will ensure your team does not miss a beat.

When you think about the Marvel Superhero 
franchise, each superhero has their own traits that 
make them amazing, and when they come together, 
they face the toughest problems. Forming the 
right group to converse, plan, and execute a hybrid 
strategy requires the same intention for a group with 
a diverse skill set. 

We know each organization strategizing their future 
workspace will have different players. Though, we 
do know each team will need someone with the 
authority to make a decision. We will call that person 
the decider. 

We follow the rule that 5-10 is the magic number, 
an ideal group size for brainstorming. We believe 
that results in the best conversations. Once you 
start adding more people, you’re in danger of having 
members who do not participate. 

Although this group could form in a number of ways, 
generally it is important to define the following roles.

Role: The final decision maker.
This isn’t a democracy in brainstorming. Make 
sure it is clear who the final decision maker is. While 
having conversations, be sure to keep an open mind, 
but there will be a time when a final decision needs 
to be made, and you will need a person to do that.

Role: The good communicator
This is not a game of telephone. When it seems like 
people are saying the same thing over and over and 
no one is getting it, that is when the communicator 
can take over to see if there is a different way to 
communicate the same message. Sometimes that is 
all it takes to move the conversation forward.

Role: The one who keeps you on track
Time is not endless here. As you start strategizing, 
your group will be tempted to talk about things ad 
nauseum. This will be your downfall. We have done 
our part in the playbook to time box things (more on 
that later) but dedicating one person in the group to 
keep you on track will prevent you from getting stuck 
at defining culture for a year.

Avengers, Assemble!
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INTRODUCTION
• How to Use This Playbook
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Implementing a hybrid work model can feel a bit 
like playing whack-a-mole; just when you start to 
answer one question, three more pop up. Each 
organization is at a different place regarding policy 
documentation, culture, and resources.  Similarly, 
every organization will have to decide where they 
want to go. This is why we have created a “choose 
your own adventure” style of book. 

A typical book you might read start to finish in a 
linear way. However, this book is setup differently. 
We want your organization to “choose your own 
adventure,” or jump to the most relevant sections 
based on an assessment that you will take after the 
“Getting Started” chapter. 

This playbook is your tool. You can use it how you 
need to use it. The rule is that there are no rules...
well, sort of. Our best advice is to dive in and follow 
our list of best practices for brainstorming.

purposefully designed to focus your team’s attention 
and get you in the right mindset for each chapter. 
The conversations that take place throughout the 
playbook can be difficult, and the warm up activities 
are crafted to ensure that everyone begins with a 
shared experience, ready to give the topic their full 
attention. If you don’t want to take our word for it, 
we’ve got the research to back it up in the Appendix.

We recommend individually pre-reading each 
section, then spending 60-90 minutes discussing and 
working on each section of material as a team. Leave 
the meeting with concrete action items to make the 
most of your time. For an example Agenda on how 
you might run the meeting, look in the Appendix on 
page 123. Looking for other really great ideas?  So 
glad you asked!

• Eat a good breakfast, mom always told us that.

• Turn off your email. This is hard work.  It 
is super important to give it the attention it 
deserves, so do not be distracted.

• Schedule smartly. Find a time where the group 
does their best work. Some of us are morning 
people, and others are night owls. Similarly, 
some of us collaborate better at different times 
of the day. Try to find a time when you can 
maximize this work together.

Collaboration Made Easy

Why We Warm Up
Each section starts with a short warm up activity. You 
may think “I don’t like these,” or “Why do I have to 
do this?” Let us assure you that these activities are 

Designed to Keep You  
on Track 

The conversations you will have using this book will 
be robust and meaningful.  This can lead to your 
group spending time in a (virtual) room endlessly 
talking about a topic, with no action in sight. Follow 
our instructions and you will be on the road to make 
the complicated easy.

Time to Timebox. 
Timeboxing is a project management method that 
sets a fixed amount of time on an activity in order to 
prevent perfectionists from spending too much time 
on one topic. This also can enhance creativity and 
focus because you have a set period of time to get 
to the point. When you see  dset a timer for that 
amount of time, then ready, set, go! When time’s up, 
move to the next step. 

We can hear you asking, “But what happens if we 
really do need more time to discuss something?” 
Great question! There will be those moments where 
something needs a deeper discussion. Use a phrase 
like, “let’s put a pin in that” to indicate to the team 
that this needs a discussion outside of the playbook. 
And, maybe flag that page. You can always come 
back to a page in the playbook, just do not let the 
group stop completely in a section. 

Let’s Get Ready to Hybrid.
Each section starts with a warm up. This short 
activity is meant to get you in the right mindset for 
the conversations you’re about to have. 
Then there is the context. Do not skip this! Take 
the time to read through the context of each section. 
This section is based on primary research with 1-on-
1 interviews and an inefficiency study, combined 
with secondary research. It will give you the context 
you need to make decisions. 
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Each organization is in a different place as it relates 
to where their people are working right now. Some 
have workplaces that are at partial capacity, seeing 
a few friendly faces each day.  Others have been 
essential and at work this whole time, and some 
have plans to remain completely remote for the 
foreseeable future. Regardless of your current plans, 
set a realistic expectation for when you want to have 
decisions made. Build a timeline around that. 

How Do We Roll This Out? 
And, When?

MONTH 1
Deadline:
Task:
Communication:

MONTH 2
Deadline:
Task:
Communication:

MONTH 3
Deadline:
Task:
Communication:

Example 3 month timeline

Dive into discussion. The activities in each section 
are designed to facilitate your group through a 
meaningful conversation around each topic. This 
is where setting the timer comes in handy. Each 
discussion and activity is meant to end with your 
group coming to consensus.

Make a plan. Finally! All of this hard work ends with 
a tool where your group decides what to do with the 
work you’ve done. Put it in action immediately, revisit 
the topic, or move on. Whatever the group decides, 
remember you have to communicate it to the whole 
organization.

What you will need to make this happen. This 
book is interactive, so we need you to grab a few 
things before you get started. For the group you will 
need:

• A timer
• Snacks
• Water/beverages/coffee

Each person needs:

• A pen
• Green/yellow/red markers or pens
• Post-It notes

Which leads us to the most important part of this 
playbook, communicate the work you’re doing. Let 
employees know at a high level what discussions are 
being had. When your group comes to a conclusion, 
make sure you communicate that decision as well. 
Throughout our research, time and time again, this 
is where we see a business’ culture succeed, or fail 
for that matter. When leaders feel like they are over-
communicating, generally that is when the rest of 
the employees feel like it is just enough. 

It is so important that each section ends with a tool 
to plan out communications. Unfortunately, that is 
as far as we can take you. It is up to your team to 
make sure it happens continuously and for the long 
haul.

We designed this playbook to help you make 
decisions around the following components: 

• How Hybrid Should You Be, Including Who, 
Where, and When

• Collaboration + Availability
• Human Resources: Onboarding, Training, + 

Growth and Development

• The Safety of the Physical Workspace
• A/V Decisions for Web Conferencing
• Workplace Resources and Setup
• At Home Setup
• What’s Next
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We have said it before, and we will say it again, and 
again. You cannot communicate too much about 
what your team is working on; communicating the 
end goal and what you’re working toward. Even if it 
feels like you do not have an update, communicate 
that.

During interviews, we asked each individual, “How 
important is it that everyone in the workplace 
is on the same page?” Similarly, they were asked, 
“How well is this performing at the workplace 
(or at home)?” They rated this on a scale of 0 to 
10. Right now, this metric is significantly under-
performing its importance*, as depicted in the 
graphic below. 

Nope. Do not forget about training. How will you 
update all of the people in your organization on 
the changes that are happening to where and how 
people will work? This goes beyond communication 
to training, onboarding, and implementation. Making 
sure everyone is on the same page is essential to 
setting everyone up for success.

For more information on how this content was 
created and references from secondary research, 
visit the Appendix.

Communication, 
Communication,
Communication

Does It End There?

*  For all of our statistician friends out there, both performance 
indicators underperformed significantly less than the importance at 
p<0.0001.
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Right now 
everyone is not on 
the same page. But 
that is okay, that 
is why you’re here 
and filling out this 
book. To align, then 
communicate so 
that your group IS 
on the same page.
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LET’S TALK 
TRUST
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LET’S TALK TRUST

Warm Up
Talking about trust and accountability requires a certain level of vulnerability 
which enables hard conversations. Before you dive into that, start off with this 
activity to get you in the right head space. You can shape the conversation you 
have by introducing what researchers call a stimulus, think of it as a way of 
setting the stage. We promise, it is worth your time.

Write what object you brought down here:

Now you’re ready to dig into the content for trust, 
accountability, psychological safety, culture, and equity!

Directions: We’d venture to guess before this meeting, you’ve been sitting for a while, maybe in back-to-back 
meetings, or trying to dig yourself out of your email inbox. Since we are going to be discussing topics around 
trust, we thought this might be a good opportunity to get the blood flowing and have you go on a short 
scavenger hunt. 

Your mission: to find an object near you that you 100% trust. You have 1 minute, go!

If you’re doing this virtually, try to bring it back to the camera to show the group! If you’re doing this in person, 
take your phone with you and bring back a photo of the object that you trust. Then have each person discuss 
why they trust the object they chose.

Don’t skip this! Remember 
that while this is playful, it 

is also purposeful.

CAUTION
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We know you’re eager to take the “How hybrid 
should we be assessment,” but resist the urge to 
jump there. Any decisions around where and how 
people work need to begin with understanding and 
agreement around trust, accountability, culture, 
psychological safety, and equity. This will set your 
organization up for long term success. Each of these 
is described individually below, but it is important to 
recognize they are all interconnected.

Trust
The firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength 
of someone or something.

Trust is one of the most important factors to a 
successful hybrid work model. Trust must exist in 
order for there to be confidence that work is done 
effectively and efficiently, even if the individual is 
not visibly seen. If a leader, manager, or colleague 
questions if a person is doing their work, it has the 
potential to break down confidence in the whole 
system. 

So how do you know if you have trust? Consider 
with your group what trust looks like, and how you 
know when it is working for your team.

How does trust vary in different work models?

• 100% Workplace : Trust exists in people’s belief 
that it is the best decision for the organization. 
There may be individuals who believe last year is 
evidence they can work remotely. They may have 
questions and maybe even resist fully returning 
to the workplace.

• Hybrid : When people work in different styles, 
in different places, at different times, there will 
need to be trust at all levels that people are 
where they say they are and what they say they 
will be doing at any given time. 

• 100% Remote : If you’ve ever heard anything 
about online dating apps, it is not easy to build a 
relationship in that space. Working remotely will 
have its own set of challenges and trust will need 
to be built differently than it is in person.

Accountability
The quality or state of being accountable; willingness to 
accept responsibility for one’s actions.

Accountability and trust are partners. Trust is 
a two-way street, as is accountability. Think of 
accountability like an exchange built on trust: An 
individual contributor follows through on their 
commitment and, in return their boss trusts them. 
The boss follows through on their end, and in return 
the individual contributor trusts they’ll be made 
aware of any challenges that arise. 

A large consideration that needs to be discussed 
are consequences. What happens when someone 
does not follow through? There is a cause and effect 
to our actions, and when we are setting up a work 
culture, no matter where people are working, we 
have to be aware of what those factors are.

Psychological Safety
The belief that one will not be punished or humiliated 
for speaking up with ideas, questions, concerns or 
mistakes.

Psychological Safety goes hand-in-hand with 
accountability. As long as there is uncertainty and 
interdependence between team members, there will 
always be a need for it. Having psychological safety 
in an organization creates a climate of openness and 
an environment where employees can bring their 
best selves to work. Additionally, as a by-product, 
organizations reduce mistakes and become more 
effective. 

Life has been stressful in the past year, and people 
are feeling the weight of the changes and instability. 
In the graph on page 12, you will see that people’s 
mental health and stress management is under-
performing. What’s interesting about this graph is 
that for those that are working in the workplace, 
mental health and stress management is 
significantly under-performing their expectations, 
whereas at home the performance is at a similar 
level. This is super interesting, because it reflects 
how truly uncertain people feel right now. Those 
who work from home can feel very comfortable 
and healthy with respect to mental health and 
stress management. These folks are generally 

LET’S TALK TRUST

Start Here
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“If you’re only talking about people’s 
accountability for excellence, and not making 
sure they are not afraid to talk to each other, 
then you’re in the anxiety zone.” - research  
by Amy Edmonson.
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Psychological Safety Scholar, Amy Edmonson, notes 
three things that organizations can do to create this 

* Hey, Statisticians! We know you’re curious again about those 
probability values. At the workplace the p-value is 0.0018, whereas 
at home the p-value is 0.0319, which is not significant due to the 
Bonferroni multiple comparisons adjustment.

Psychological 
Safety is necessary 
for teams to have 
transparent and 
honest lines of 
communication 
regarding tough 
subjects. It is in 
those honest 
conversations 
where organizations 
learn how to grow 
and improve.
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A company’s culture helps set the tone for how 
people treat each other, as well as how they feel 
about the company and their role within it.  Having 
clear visions and goals for your organizational 
culture will help guide the rest of your decisions 
from here. Often, leaders think the barometer of 
their culture is a set of core values and guiding 
principles to align on; it can be more than that too. 

environment. All of which stem from how we have 
conversations around things that aren’t working: 

• Frame the discussion as a learning problem, not 
an execution problem. 

• Acknowledge as a leader your own fallibility, 
and encourage managers and peers the same. 

• Model curiosity. Ask questions, which then 
creates a need for people to speak up.

Culture
The beliefs, assumptions, values, and ways of 
interacting that contribute to the unique social and 
psychological environment of an organization. It 
includes the expectations, experiences, philosophy, and 
norms that guide the behavior of the people within the 
organization.

People tend to talk about culture like a static entity, 
but in reality, culture is nebulous and ever changing. 
Culture is comprised of so many variables, and can 
be influenced by the levels of trust, accountability 
and psychological safety that are in place. 

Leadership style, employees’ personalities, 
team/department subcultures, levels of trust, 
communication, relationship strength, operations, 
and society-at-large all affect how culture manifests 
throughout an organization.

less impacted by the change and don’t feel their 
relationships have changed because working 
remotely requires such increased communication.

There is a completely separate contingent of people 
working from home who are in immense need of 
mental health support, most of these people have 
direct reports and indicated the challenges and 
stress created in having less structure, worsening 
relationships, and more isolation.
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Core values and guiding principles are often the how, 
so what is your why? Clearly define your why—your 
purpose behind it all, and that can be a guidepost 
despite any external influences.

Equity
The state or quality of being fair.

Equity in the workplace is most often talked about 
as the perception of fairness, key word, perception. 
Equity does not mean that everything is equal at 
the workplace, some people’s job requirements will 
allow for differing levels of time in and out of the 
physical workplace.

As it relates to flexibility, equity takes more effort to 
achieve. It will be important to remember that the 
physical workplace can offer an equal playing field 
for those who come in. When in a hybrid workplace, 
leaders will need to think about how to plan for the 
inequities that could result from different people 
being in different places at different times. 

Questions you may ask yourself:

• Will management think differently of people they 
see daily versus those they do not see regularly?

• Are we still providing access for those who may 
need a physical workplace for reasons they are 
uncomfortable talking about? (Home safety, 
access to consistent power, internet, etc.)

• What inequities may exist that we are 
exacerbating with being in a hybrid model?

• Is this going to create a fair opportunity for 
employees across the board?

Do not be afraid of a reasonable reality check, and 
communicate your efforts to all employees. We are 
all human, and may fall into traps. 

As work has changed over the last year, there is 
evidence that the ramifications of remote work differ 
greatly for different populations. While DORIS is not 
experts in Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiatives, 
we do want to encourage leaders to pause and 
think about how their DEI goals might shape their 
future hybrid workplace. (See references for helpful 
secondary research)

Keeping trust, accountability, psychological safety, 
culture, and equity at the forefront for the rest of 
your decision-making will allow for a firm foundation. 
Remember, always keep communication lines open 
so that, as problems arise, everyone can come to the 
table honestly and work them out.

Productivity and personal responsibility are 
supported at home. For some, there may be a belief 
this is not occurring, but it is based more in a lack of 
trust in employees than true lack of productivity. 

You Got This

Interesting Insight
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“I think we are going to move to a 
hybrid model. We have been talking 
about what that will look like, 
we never allowed people to work 
from home before, but now we 
see that is silly. People can still be 
productive and trusted from home. 
We have had some process changes, 
but our plan is to allow non-exempt 
staff to have one or two days to 
work from home, more flexibility.”
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LET’S TALK TRUST

Activity #1

Directions:     Set a timer for 5 minutes. Individually answer the following questions.

Goal: Align your group on common definitions of trust, accountability, psychological safety, culture, and 
equity. You will use this as a pulse check for the rest of your decisions throughout this book.

01

Trust

Describe what a trusting organizational climate feels like for you.

02 Describe the things that break your trust.

03 What do you need to ensure trust?

04

Accountability

Describe what a person needs to embrace or let go of to ensure accountability for their actions.

05 What is needed from colleagues to ensure an accountable climate?

06

Psychological Safety

Describe things that threaten your sense of safety with others. For example, what will shut you down or 
trigger anxiety/frustration?
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07 Describe the things that make you feel safe to be honest with others. 

Notes:

08

Culture

Identify your organization’s core values. What does the culture feel like at your organization?

09 What do you believe your role is in your organization’s culture?

10

Equity

What are your personal goals in creating an equitable work environment?

11 Identify areas of inequity in your workplace currently.
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With the group
Share your responses.
Agree on the 3-5 most important and/or consistent behaviors for each category.

Culture EquityPsychological Safety

AccountabilityTrust

Use the space below to describe how your group will know when you’ve successfully created a climate of trust, 
accountability, psychological safety, culture, and equity.
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HOW HYBRID 
SHOULD WE BE?
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Meet hybrid’s best friend, flexibility. Flexibility is defined as the ability to be easily modified, or willingness to 
change or compromise. As workplace researchers, we have been hearing the word “flexibility” for years. And 
now’s the time for you to start to think about how ready your organization is for that kind of change.

When considering a hybrid model, an important question we all hear and are asking, is “How fixed versus 
flexible should work schedules be?”  When applied to employees’ work schedules, flexibility exists on a spectrum 
from completely flexible to completely fixed. Flexibility represents an individual’s ability to create expectations 
and boundaries for themselves at work, giving them ultimate control over their time and priorities. Fixed, 
however, refers to the expectations and boundaries instilled by an organization that cannot, for one reason or 
another, be altered at the will of an individual.

Flexibility is often used as a catch-all phrase to describe everything good about working remotely. In 
actuality, flexibility is a double-edged sword describing the way expectations affect work-life balance. When 
every individual has the agency to create their own expectations, it creates flexibility for the individual but 
detracts from the collective understanding of work-life balance throughout the organization. Conversely, when 
work schedules are absolutely fixed, employees might feel as though they have less agency and input into 
how they spend their time. However, when every individual follows the same strict schedule, the organization 
creates rigid, universal expectations and work-life balance boundaries.

To begin, on the following page, there is a confidence quiz to give your group an idea of where to start. No 
matter how you score, we will show you the way. Do not worry, you can always go back and finish different 
sections at different times, especially as your organization figures this all out.

HYBRID CONFIDENCE

It Is Here
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0 = No, it needs work.
3 = Most of the time, we are good, we are working on it.
5 = Yes, we have got it all figured out.

1
Our organization is as innovative when 
working remotely as when in the workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

2
Our organization is as creative when working 
remotely as when in the workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

3
Our organization is as collaborative when 
working remotely as when in the workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

4
Our organization is as strategic when working 
remotely as when in the workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

5
Our organization is as productive when 
working remotely as when in the workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

6
Our organizational culture is one of trust that 
people can work from anywhere and still get 
their jobs done effectively.

0 1 2 3 4 5

7
We believe flexibility means everyone whose 
job function allows for remote has some 
ability to work remotely.

0 1 2 3 4 5

8
We have the technology resources to support 
anyone working anywhere.

0 1 2 3 4 5

9
Our managers know how to manage in a 
remote setting.

0 1 2 3 4 5

10
Our employees are just as connected when 
they work remotely as they are in the 
workplace.

0 1 2 3 4 5

HYBRID CONFIDENCE ASSESSMENT

Activity #2

Directions:     Set a timer for 5 minutes. Individually rate each statement on a scale of 0 - 5 based on your 
level of agreement.

Goal: After taking this quiz your group will know your proclivity for a hybrid workplace.
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Each person adds up their score.
Share the totals, then average them. 
The average total tells you where you are in the hybrid scheme.

0-10
There is a lot left to be understood before your organization can confidently enter a hybrid environment. You 
probably feel like your organization was doing well before the pandemic, and after we get back, you will be 
at that same place again. Based on your responses, we think you should strongly consider having everyone 
return back to the workplace.  You may still need to build some infrastructure before planning to go hybrid. 
That way, when you get those numbers a little higher, you can.

11-20
You’re open to some sort of flexibility, but they aren’t sure what that looks like yet. You have some work cut 
out before you’re totally ready to implement a hybrid work model. Your organization is ready to start small 
and reassess at another time. 

21-30
You’re smack dab in the middle on your way to a hybrid environment! You’ve got most of the wrinkles ironed 
out, but still have a few things you’re working on. Having that growth mindset will go a long way as you 
develop your plan for a hybrid workplace. 

31- 40
Your team has really made the most of this pandemic. You’re pretty sure your organization has the foundation 
it needs to be successful in a hybrid environment. 

41- 50
Listen, you’re basically crushing this remote life, to the point where you have more flexibility to work remotely. 
In order to do this, you still need to answer a few important questions in this book.

Regardless of your score, you’re probably wondering about your next steps. The assessment on the 
following page will help you identify where to begin.

Notes:
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Goal: After taking this quiz your group will know where to focus your decision-making as you make plans for 
your hybrid workplace.

 Set a timer for 5 minutes. Answer the following questions individually. 

How satisfied are you with the organization’s current plans regarding workplace resources and setup 
for a hybrid model? 

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the organization’s current protocols covering how people collaborate?

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the current safety of your physical workplace? 

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the organization’s current plans regarding training? 

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the organization’s current guidelines regarding audio and visual 
presentation?

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the organization’s current plans regarding at home setup for a hybrid 
model?

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the the organization’s current plans regarding when, who, and where 
people work in a hybrid model? 

Very unsatisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

HYBRID LOGISTICS ASSESSMENT

Activity #3
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Average the satisfaction values for the group by question, place the average score on each line below.

Any topics with scores:

List topics that scored 1: List topics that scored 2 - 3: List topics that scored 4 - 5:

1 :: It seems like these topics 
are in dire need of attention 
and discussion. Plan to 
work through these sections 
individually and as a group 
to reach consensus on how 
to move forward addressing 
them.

2 - 3 :: These the decisions 
around these topics need 
some tweaking. Read over 
the sections and have a 
discussion as a group about 
how you want to proceed.

4 - 5 :: Yes! You’re feeling 
good about these topics. 
You can review the sections 
in the playbook, but your 
collective attention will be 
better working through 
topics with lower scores.

Topic Average Score

When, Who, Where (page 25)

Collaboration & Availability (page 45) 

Training (page 57)  

Safety of the Physical Workplace (page 67)

A/V (page 77)

Workplace Resources & Setup (page 89)

At Home Setup (page 101)




